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A long Haute Route, 1968: from Austria
to France on ski
John Wilson

To me, it is as important to be amongst the mountains as to climb them.
i\Iaybe more so. In any case, what I enjoy most of all is moving through
mountainous country under my own steam. If it happens that there is a summit
or two on the way, well, so much the better, this is a bonus and accepted
gratefully as such. That's one thing. The next is that the Alps are getting
grossly over-populated in summer, and one fights in the huts for those simple
comforts to which one has allowed oneself to become accustomed through
advancing years. That's another thing. But the greatest thing of all is to see the
Alps becoming bigger Alps, with the snow line down from 8000 to 3000 ft, and
all the fascinating problems of snow presented on a scale undreamt of by the
summer mountaineer.

People ask if it is more important to be a skier, or a mountaineer in order to
enjoy ski-mountaineering. The answer is simply that, to be a mountaineer,
one must master the disciplines of all the crafts whether they be rock, ice or
snow. Ski are the logical outcome of two millenia of experience of moving
around on snow: all that we are doing is to use them for getting around on
steeper snow. Just as pegs on rock become essential where no other support
presents, so are skis where the snow is six feet deep and otherwise uncrossable.
There is, in fact, no border line between mountaineering and ski-mountain
eering-only the extension of one's own ambitions into other areas of conditions,
aided by those artifacts available. That these present one with additional
enjoyment, in the form of pleasurable downhill transport, is almost irrelevant
to the case for ski-mountaineering. Again it is a bonus. The size of this bonus
is dependent only on how well one has mastered the discipline of downhill
ski-ing. Any old mountaineer can walk up on ski.

But all this is a long way from the Long High Road across the Alps. Frank
Smythe had the right idea in 1934, and wrote a book about it (An Alpine
Joumey): to him I am indebted for many things, and this included. That it took
thirty-four years to make the opportunity available to myself was my fault, and
mine alone, but come it did in the end, and here we go.

Galtur-Andermatt, 15-29 March 1968

We started, Dick West and myself, from Galtur on 15 March in masses of
snow, whipping wind and mist. Dick is a sterling character and complains of
nothing unless it be lack of action. No word of reproach escaped him whether
it became obvious that I had started up the wrong valley to the Wiesbadener
hut, and for this I shall be eternally grateful, for at that stage I was in the
lowest ebb of doubt as to my capability. All day the mists of doubt assailed me:
but with the nightfall came the clear. This was living, this was throwing off
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the everyday. Tomorrow could look after itself: press on we will, but not to
worry if conditions say us 'nay'!

The morrow was sublime. Six inches of new powder on a firm base as we made
our way up by the east Vermunt, across a ridge and below the west Vermunt
ice-fall. Five hours of easy, untrained, progress took us to the Fuorcla del
Confin and a short descent and climb to the Silvretta pass, and Switzerland.
There should have been nothing but a quick descent to the valley but the new
snow was now sodden in the midday sun and we were reduced to shoving down
beautiful slopes to the Silvretta hut. Below here were splendid opportunities
of being caught up in wet-snow avalanches_and we decided to await another
day after the night's frost. In fact we should have turned left off the Silvretta
glacier 300 ft above the hut and gone down a subsidiary valley. This became
clear in the morning and the only difficulty (in the mists and snow-storm which
blew up in the night) was to find a passage between two partially overlapping
tiers of rock, down which we carried ski. Thereafter it was a long pedestrian
schuss, by Elysian fields, to the beer at Monbiel and bed at Klosters. Two days of
leg-building, piste-bashing, Parsenn-ski-ing followed and then off westwards
by the Weissfluh Gipfet to the Mattlishorn. Scottish stuff this, and, in mist, I
felt at home. Two thousand feet of tree running on steep slopes in 5 ft of
rotten snow brought me to my senses, and to a sudden realisation that ankle
breaking avalanches are possible even where the trees are only 8 ft apart. We
were glad to get to Langwies at nightfall.

Up to Arosa in the dawn and on to the Hornli. Again it had snowed and another
six inches of powder took us in a fabulous schuss to below the Parpaner Schwarz
horn, and to the point of skinning up. Wind drove us from the top, down west
towards Lenzerheide, and then north by execrable crust to the pistes of
Tschiertschen, from whence, after a couple of mechanical repeats, we were
offered a lift to the flesh-pots of Chur.

That was the first week. RoLf and Alice Probst, and guide Emil Reiser, joined
us here, and together we went to vVallenstadt, and to Maskerkamm for the
night. Morning brought a cloudless sky, and hard crust, over which we slithered
in the half light towards the rocky Spitzmeilen. Like many another minor alp,
this one has a wonderful outlook, and gives an attractive climb by steep
slopes to the rocky top. Skis are of 110 avail for the last 300 ft, and it was pleasant,
for a change, to rely on ice-axe artifact. 'Vest and south from here took us
briefly over the Weissmeilen and so down long and doubtful slopes to the
Sernftal. My heart was frequently caught up in my few remaining molars as
we crossed the south slopes above Engi, but nothing moved. Just us, and the
blazing sun. Another 2000 ft of molasses in the trees and we were into the beer
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of the yalleys. Train to chwanden, and jeep and telepherique to I\Iettmen for
the night. Black out, peace, tarry-skies and the long, long Linthtal awa to the
plains of Zurich. Idyllic spot. This i all nature-re erve, and \ onderfully
un poiled. Next day we went up the little Karpfe by way of the Legler hut
and gazed all round at a cloudless vista of Glarus alps and northern plain and
enjoyed a tremendous descent right to chwanden-6000 ft of downhill with
only two hort climb ell route. For the end of i\larch this is exceptional.

We put up at the \dler in Linthal for the night, and sallied forth at crack of
dawn for the long slog to the Clariden hut. With the exceptional amount of
snow at such levels 'we were apprehensive of the approaches to the lariden,
but, aside of some anxious moments in the steep lower sections, all went well,
and we were in the hut seven slogging hours after leaving the valley. Without
ski one would have reckoned in days. The hut was empty but for ourselves and
we had the choice of bunks and blankets. A peaceful night followed by a
glorious da\ n found us making easy progress up the lariden lacier. We took
skis to the bergschrund below the laridenstock and climb d the last 500 ft on
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foot, along a sharp snow crest. All the Alps were clear and we spent a happy
hour in identification and memories. Below the bergschrund one could run
straight for the HUfijoch and allow the impetus of the schuss to carry one almost
to the pass. From there a short climb got us to the Planura hut in early afternoon.
It was cold here. The hut had been occupied only twice since October and one
of these parties, according to the hut book, had arrived by air.

The direct line from the Planura would be a descent by the Hufi glacier and
Maderanertal, but the slopes below the DUssistock are much exposed to
avalanche. So we opted for a route to the north of the DUssistock and by the
Val Cavrein to the Cavardiras hut. From the Planura it was necessary to climb
steep slopes to the Cambriales pass-this part heavily crevassed-where we
arrived about 8.3oam. Lovely view of the Todj from this point and I mentally
put it on the agenda for another year. We were too early for the southern slopes
into the Cavrein as the snow was still hard frozen, so we sat and admired the
view for nearly an hour. No wind, cold, brilliant sun: heaven. We started down
at 9. I sam and were again rewarded for the halt: conditions were now quite
perfect. This must be the nearest one can get to feeling as a chouca feels
swooping, free-flight, down the steeps. It seemed but a moment before we were
at the foot of the Cavrein where the streams were bursting through the winter
snows, and we could settle to a leisurely meal before the long climb to the
Cavardiras hut.

Again the morrow was fine. Skis took us to within 300 ft of the top of the
Oberalpstock and the rocks of the upper ridge were warm and dry as in a good
summer. Again no wind. Just deep haze in the valleys, and blue and silver
mountains standing clear beneath a flawless sky. One could see, at a sweep,
from the Ortler to Mont Blanc, and even distinguish details on the Brenva face.
Twenty minutes on top and it was time to go if we were to get the best of the
snow in the Val Strim. The top few hundred feet of this descent are very steep,
and are possible on ski (rather than carrying them) only when conditions are
right. Again we were fortunate and, like the previous day, had a fabulous
descent of 5000 ft, or so, right to the Oberalp railway at Sedrun. Lower in the
Val Strim some monster Gl'undlawinen had swept across the valley bed from
both sides and there were more to come. We didn't linger, and were down before
the maximum heat of the day could take its toll. We finished that day by ski-ing
down to Andermatt from iitschen-and that was the second week.

Andermatt-Miinster, 30 March-3 April 1968
Our friends the Probsts had now to return home and Emil had work to do in

etstal. Dick and I hoped to meet Malcolm and Janet Slesser at this point, and
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to continue the Long Haute Route by the Oberland: but, alas, the Slessers were
in Goms and we in Andermatt and there was much avalanche potential in
between. It was agreed on the phone that we two should work out a reasonable
route to Munster and that we should all meet there in three days time. We went
by Realp and the Rotondo hut, Bedretto and the Corno pass and got into Mun
ster three hours ahead of schedule. This is an attractive section with some
good ski-touring country around the Wyttenwasser glacier. We climbed the
Rongergrat from the Rotondo and crossed into the Bedretto valley by the
Cavanna pass. It is a long way from there to the Corno hut and the weather was
breaking at last. We had a company of the Swiss army in the hut that night and
were right royally entertained. In the morning it was a pleasure to lose ourselves
in the mists of the Corno pass and work out a quiet descent by the Eginental
to Ulrichen. The upper slopes below the pass were ready to slide and forced
us to kick steps for a thousand feet down while carrying the skis, but below
this we had a delightful, meandering route while the cliffs on either side passed
by. This is one of the joys of using skis. One stands, and the mountains pass.
Effortless. Vve were knocking the slush from our boots in Ulrichen at loam and
debating the weather prospects and advisability of going up to the Galmihorn
hutte for the night. However, it was obvious that we were in for a period of
unsettled conditions, and, as Dick's holiday was at an end, I decided to move
on for a spell of downhill-only ski-ing.

Zermatt interlude, 3-15 April 1968
Luckily the Slessers were in complete agreement when we met up at Munster
a few hours later, and, in their van, we travelled hopefully and pleasantly to
Visp and St Niklaus, and the next day enjoyed an orgy of piste-bashing all
round Zermatt. We saw nothing on account of thick mist, and rapidly reached
the conclusion that we would need to get into the mountains again if we were
to get any real pleasure. So the next morning we were up and off by the first
transport, and continued mechanically to the Theodule. Here it was appallingly
cold and Malcolm suddenly appeared in Red Peak order. I envied him but
tried not to show it. Janet came with us to the bergschrund below the Breithorn
but had had enough of the fierce wind by then. So had I, but couldn't bring
myself to admit it before a fellow member of the S.M.C. We continued to the
top with the rope between us twanging in the gale and we, ourselves, crouching
for minutes at a time while the wind tore at us. It was a relief to turn from the
summit, as every step down was taking us to calmer weather. Once back at the
skis we made more rapid progress downwards, but even here were much
delayed by tremendous troughs eroded in the snow.

In the few days just before Easter I was kicking my heels while awaiting further
companions due from Edinburgh. Zermatt got busier and busier, and the
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snow less and less plentiful until our ski-ing was confined to the higher part
of the Theodule, and around the Furggjoch. June Ros arrived on Easter
Monday and together we returned to Fiesch to resume the Long Halite Route.

Oberland-Saas Fee-Chanrion, 15-25 April 1968
The first day was abortive, in that we failed to get off the Eggishorn down to
the 1arjelensee on account of masses of new snow all ready to avalanche. Next
day we got it right and ploughed a long and lonely furrow up the letsch to the
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Concordia. It was a year or two since either of us had been there and the long
series of ladders up the rocks took us something by surprise. The first time I
visited theConcordia was in the early 3os, when one could walk almost levelly
from the glacier to the hut. Having been duly impressed by the downward
prospect from the upper ladders we were further heartened to see a following
party roping up for the ascent.

Oyer the Lotschenlucke next morning and by the Hollandia for coffee-break:
then in glorious sweeps and schusses down the Langgletscher-and well named
it is if one is going up! That morning we just ran and ran, by seemingly endless
slopes, to the grass and filth of Blatten. There had been much avalanche debris
near Fafleralp and many trees snapped over. The Swiss would have a busy
time, before the summer, clearing up. On to Goppenstein in the afternoon, and
then to Saas Fee, and the Langefluh in the morning. It was like Brighton beach,
but warmer: much warmer. We sweated over the Fee glacier and Egginerjoch
and were at the Britannia in time to get the last places in the hut. We were now
at the start of the Haute Route proper: the well-known and much-publicised
Haute Route to Chamonix. Too well known and publicised now, I fear, and
we paid the price by following what was virtually a piste for much of the way.
And the huts were busy-not as busy as in summer, but after the peace of the
eastern Alps it came as a shock to be gardien-controlled again.

As a variation to the normal Adlerpass route, we went to Zermatt by the
Allalinjoch and were rewarded by the incomparable view from that pass. The
run down was embarrassed by gaping holes and much bare glacier, but by dint
of perseverance and some hard road miles we arrived at Tasch in the early
afternoon. It was a salutary experience for me for, previously, I had extolled
the virtues of this descent to my companion, and now had to pass off past
experience as childish memories or mental aberration. Jimmy Russell joined
us in Zermatt that evening-all fit and bronzed from Scottish mountains he
was, and lucky too, for his first main day was to take him from the Schonbuhl
to the Vignettes hut by the cols of Valpelline, Mont Brule and l'Eveque. We
skied almost all the way, using crampons only to reach the Stockje glacier.
There is much of summer nostalgia on this passage. All the way one is surroun
ded by the friends of youth: the red-brown mountain ridges that sweep the eye
from snow to sky, the turquoise blue of newly-broken ice, the peace and purity
of the high mountains. These are the summer alps of. yester-year, cleaned,
made new, and not, as yet, bedraggled with the hordes of summer.

It was misty and cold on the Pigne d'Arolla next day. A damp and ominous
cloud bank pushed up from Italy, and I recognised the fate that has dogged
me at this point before. But we had a good descent from the top by way of
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the Breney glacier: all but 30 ft on skis, and were in Chanrion before the worst
of the snow-fall started.

Chanrion-Aosta-Chamonix-Orsieres, 26-29 April 1968

I don't suppose more than six inches of snow fell in the night, but this is
enough to make the passage by the Col du Sonadon and Valsorey more than
doubtful. The Val de Bagnes is long and uninteresting, and doubtful too after
new snow, so we went by the Col de Fenetre du Durand, and into Italy. I had
escaped this way before and enjoyed it just as much again apart from some
inevitable regret that the Long Haute Route was to be incomplete. Over the
Fenetre we went in clearing air, and down to the blossoms of Aosta-contrasts
all the way.

When the direct continuity of a planned trip is interrupted, there is, unfortu
nately, a feeling of anti-climax in what follows-however good it may be. And
so it was on this occasion, for time was not on my side. What we must do to
save the remainder of the Haute Route was to go to Chamonix, and start again
from the opposite direction, hoping to link up with where we finished, at
Chanrion. So to Chamonix and Le Tour we went, and to the Albert ler. by
summer route. On the lower part we were much embarrassed by stonefall from
a party above, but escaped successfully to the long moraine out right. It must
have been weekend again for the Albert was bursting at the joints with people.
In spite of snowfall, mist and wind, it was a pleasure to wend our silent ways
up the Tour glacier in the morning, and doubly rewarding when, by ten
o'clock, the mists began to part. First the Purtscheller emerged, all hoary and
grey with a steel-blue sky behind; then the Chardonnet, smoking in the wind.
Everything new, like the beginning of time.

The Col du Tour was cold and ice-encrusted, and reqUIred us to carry skis up
over the rock ridge well left of the pass, but on the far side new snow led easily
to the long trudge across the Trient glacier, and to the Col d'Orny. All the rest
was downhill; in lovely, easy schusses to the old Orny hut, then in circumspect,
and doubtful dashes, down the avalanche slopes below. Orsieres received us
with open arms (and a deserted Bahnhof) and the rain started in earnest in the
night. That decided me. Summer must be coming in. Next morning, the trees
below the cloud were grey with newly fallen snow, and at the back of my mind
was the niggling regret ofthe uncompleted passage by Valsorey into Chanrion.
But I need not have worried: my companions did it for me three days later,
and for good measure came out by the Dix hut and Arolla-a fitting end to the
long, high road.
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Summary The Alps, ski traverse Galtur to Orsieres via Chamonix. 15 March
29 April 1968.

Route: Silvretta Pass-Klosters-Parpaner Schwarzhorn-Chur-Wallenstadt
Spitzmeilen - Linthal- Claridenstock - Oberalpstock - Andermatt - Bedretto
Zermatt-Concordia - Lotschenlticke- Saas Fee - Allalinjoch - Zermatt- Pigne
d'Arolla-Chanrion-Col de Fenetre-Aosta-Chamonix-Col du Tour-Orsieres.
Rest of party continued to Arolla, arriving 2 May 1968.

Statistics:

Miles on Miles with Difference in Difference in
foot or mechanical feet-uphill feet-downhill

Days ski assistance on foot on foot

Galtur-Saas Fee 17 177 117 4 1,75 0 54,250
Saas Fee-Chamonix 9 73 48 18,900 28,390

Totals: touring only 26 25° 165 60,650 82,640

Fancy-free
downhill-only 19 ll5 ll5 nil 158,000

Holiday totals 45 365 280 60,650 240 .640
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